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ABSTRACT:
The paper aims to analyze the appreciation of Innovative Wayang Wong performing arts. It is interesting to know because the Innovative Wayang Wong performing arts through digital media is appreciated by Bali's millennial generation. The primary data obtained through observation and interviews with representatives of the Wayang Wong and Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ audience in Denpasar. The data analysis was carried out in qualitative manner. The results show that: (1) The innovative Wayang Wong performance art through digital media is staged by presenting a new Wayang Wong model equipped with advanced technology for the preservation of Balinese culture, the promotion of entertaining and educational culture; (2). The innovative Wayang Wong performance through digital media received a positive response especially Balinese teenagers from the millennial generation. Although audience cannot enjoy Wayang Wong performances directly, they can enjoy them through digital channels.
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INTRODUCTION
Culture is a source of identity, heritage and power for humans in their civilization (Muhammad et al., 2020). Art is a cultural element that is needed in constructing, growing a whole human being (Dharmika and Pradana, 2020; Pradana, 2012; Pradana, 2017a; Pradana, 2018; Pradana, 2018a; Ruastiti et.al., 2018; Swandi et.al., 2020; Pradana and Pratiwi, 2020; Pradana and Pratiwi, 2021; Pradana, 2020). As stated in the great outlines of the country direction (GBHN), national development aims to shape the Indonesian ultimately. A healthy human being mentally, physically and physically-spiritually. Whole Indonesian human development is a process that involves the growth of human intelligence and mentality who has a good attitude and personality, as well as a spirituality or spirit. Whole Indonesian human cultivation is the development that humans who have good personality, attitudes, mentality, souls or spiritualities and pursues intelligence.

The effort to cultivate the spirit is more important than merely cultivating the IQ as outlined in the Indonesian national anthem "wake up the soul, build up the body". So, the personality, attitude and mentality with their EQ or SQ must be cultivate first, not IQ as the intelligence of the mind. Art is an aspect that is directly related to the cultivate of the cultural and human spirit (Arniati et al., 2020). So, it is vital if the archipelago continues to cultivate culture by exploring the local wisdom it has to support human progress as a whole (Atmaja et.al., 2019; Dharmika et.al., 2020; Ruastiti, 2020c; Pradana and Parwati, 2017; Pradana and Pratiwi, 2020).

Culture is a source of social satisfaction (Tejayadi et al., 2019). Culture is a factor that positively affects the level of loyalty of many people to a destination (Zhang and Walsh, 2020). Arts in cultural are instruments to harmonize all aspects of life in society and nation (Rai S. et al., 2019). For the people of Indonesian, art and culture are also become a part of Bhineka Tunggal Ika pillars in developing a national personality. The values that need to display in the Indonesia next generation. The Indonesia next generation
especially millennial generation are the needs of the current 4.0 industrial revolution. Besides being marked by digitalization, millennial generation is required to be able to communicate, creatively, innovatively, think critically and collaborate in all fields. The Indonesian generation especially the millennials needs to have competitive advantage in their life (Ruastiti et al., 2020; Ruastiti, 2020a). They also have good behavior, improve self-competence and skills for the global demands (BKSTI, 2017).

Global demands can be defined as Global needs and trends that can become new problems or opportunities for everyone after the world has become globalized in the high frequency of international connections (Robertson, 1992). The international connections that accommodate the economy, society, politics and culture are spread simultaneously throughout the world (Barker, 2005). People find distinctive features and tend to compete as part of their identity (Pradana et.al., 2016; Pradana, 2018b). However, the various stimuli of sophisticated media that mediate global cultural trends have actually resulted in a cultural identity crisis and added paradoxes in their dynamics of their civilization progress (Nasser et al., 2020). In globalized world, local cultural arts have an excellent opportunity to develop as an ethnic identity (Ruastiti et al., 2020b; Pradana and Pratiwi, 2020; Pradana and Parwati, 2017).

The horizons about cultural ethnicity are not only needed in plurality relations but are needed in the readiness to make good cross-cultural and multicultural relations (Fang et al., 2020). The Indonesian next generation must be smart and ready to compete globally. The Indonesian next generation must take an active role, become an actors or agents according to their respective interests and talents, including participating in their art and culture process.

The position of art in cultural is indeed essential to strengthening the Indonesian nation (Ruastiti, 2019). However, traditional arts especially Wayang Wong in Bali are threatened with extinction. Only in a few places in Bali this performing art is preserved. It could be found in Tonja Village Denpasar, Tanjung Benoa Village Badung, Tunjuk Village Tabanan, Anturan Village Buleleng and Tejakula Village Buleleng. For this reason, it is necessary to make efforts to save local geniuses from their ancestral heritage, such as by making art innovations (Ruastiti, 2019a). It is important to think about it considering Wayang Wong as one of the traditional arts in Bali which is experiencing a crisis amid the advancement of it’s civilization.

The existence of Wayang Wong is being tested with global culture. Wayang Wong is only familiar among a few senior artists and Balinese leaders amidst the arts revolution and culture industry in the development of world civilization. In the fast development of world civilization, foreign cultures that present digital media colors in music, films and online games on digital networks tend to be favored by millennials. Balinese youth tend to drift into heavy consumers of various arts available in the digital media. However, to not be isolated or slumped in a foreign culture, all children must be introduced to their ancestors' regional culture. Efforts to explore and revive local culture are significant by the Law Number 5 of 2017 concerning the advancement of culture to maintain national culture as the Indonesian nation's identity. In order to knit, developing and strengthening regional culture and national culture is very necessary.

In connection with the increasingly threatened existence of Wayang Wong on the one hand as well as the need for the diversification of Wayang Wong according to the digital era on the other, the research team from the Indonesian Art Institute (ISI) Denpasar collaborated with Sanggar Paripurna Gianyar to create a New Wayang Wong Performing Art ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’. This innovative Wayang Wong is deliberately designed in a new form for preservation of Balinese Wayang Wong performance and created with millennial needs. The performance was designed to involve 120 dancers from kindergarten to high school students as millennial representatives and
accommodate their active roles as artists in the Balinese Wayang Wong performance stage.

The Innovative Wayang Wong is part of an effort to an effort to inherit the art in cultural of the Balinese Hindu people to the next generation. The packaging for innovative Wayang Wong has received a positive response from the Balinese Wayang Wong performing arts lovers. However, since the beginning of 2020 in the Covid-19 pandemic, fans of the Wayang Wong cannot enjoy it live. But, They can watch it through digital media, namely TV channels and Youtube. There are several new Wayang Wong shows that have been uploaded on Youtube media. Among them, the Innovative Balinese Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ in three locations, namely at Bentara Budaya, Gianyar, on Sanur arts and culture festival during the 2019.

In the current revolution dynamics of industrial 4.0, cultural arts must progress according to great digital technologies. Apart from being a tool in the appreciation of cultural arts, digital technology progress could also use to document works, use as a place for socialization and marketing art it self on a global scale (Ruastiti, 2020b). In connection with the Innovative Balinese performance of Wayang Wong through digital media, this scientific paper discusses: (1) Why is Wayang Wong performed innovatively through digital media?; (2) How did the audience respond to the innovative Wayang Wong via Youtube?.

LITERATURE REVIEW
There are some previous studies related to Wayang Wong. The research concerns about the existence of Wayang Wong. Yasasasastra (2011) argues that Wayang Wong is a type of Wayang that presents a lakon by many dancers. They can dance because all movements must follow the main principles of Wayang Wong performance rules.

The existence of Wayang Wong was studied by Soedarsono (1990). He explained, Wayang Wong is a type of traditional theater, a combination of drama arts that developed in the West, Wayang performances that grew and developed in Java. The type of art initially developed primarily in the court environment and among Javanese aristocrats (priyayi), Wayang Wong uses it as a spectacle that was commercialize. The emergence of Wayang Wong groups such as Wayang Wong Sriwedari, Wayang Wong Bharata (Jakarta), Wayang Wong Ngesti Pandawa (Semarang), Wayang Wong Sri Wahito (Yogyakarta) and Wayang Wong RRI Surakarta.

The existence of Wayang Wong continues to progress. In this regard, Wirawan Paneli (2017) discusses transforming the Wayang Wong at the Mustika Yuastina Surabaya Graha Seni Community. He concluded that the Mustika Yuastiana Surabaya Graha Seni Community's existence was an effort to increase public appreciation of the new Wayang Wong. The performance is adapted to many discovery and could be accepted by audience without abandoning traditional values by perfecting: (a) the quality of traditional dance, especially the Surakata dance, (b) dialogue training, and (c) tembang practice. The regeneration process of dancers at the Mustika Yuastina Surabaya Graha Seni Community aims to preserve Wayang Wong by the times.

To support it’s existence, Wayang Wong has the potential to be developed as a tourist attraction. In this connection, Ruastiti (2010) explains, Balinese people have developed their arts as a tourist attraction. The Innovative of Balinese Wayang Wong as a tourist attraction has received a positive response from tourists.

Some of the research results generally describe the existence of Wayang Wong. Based on the results, it have not yet reviewed the Innovative performance of Wayang Wong through digital media. However, some of the literature review results use as inspiration and initial knowledge in compiling publications about Balinese Wayang Wong, which are broadcast through TV shows and Youtube.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The paper is the result of qualitative research. The object of research includes the main material of the research in the Innovative Wayang Wong performance ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ which was initiated by a research team from the Indonesian Art Institute (ISI) Denpasar in collaboration with the Puripurna studio, Gianyar. The determination of the object of the research based on the reasons:
(a) the Balinese Wayang Wong is increasingly rare in globalized, but still exists in Denpasar, Badung, Tabanan and Buleleng; (b) Wayang Wong can be used as a vehicle for talents and character building of the next generation especially millennial generation; (c) the need to conserve and progress of Wayang Wong according to digital trends in revolution industrial (4.0). All data were collected through document study, observation of Wayang Wong, and in-depth interviews with informants from puppet art lovers, puppet art observers and puppet art actors in Denpasar and Gianyar as shown in the picture below.

Figure 1: Wayang Wong Millenial on Youtube Channel
(Source: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wayang+wong+milenial+ruastiti)

Interpretative and descriptive analyzes carried out using symbol and Bourdeau's theory of action. It hoped, this research results could enrich the repertoire of academic research related to the digitization of Balinese Wayang Wong and Indonesia's cultural heritage.

DIGITALIZATION OF BALINESE WAYANG WONG
Dealing with the stress of thinking in adapting to the process of cultural progress is a way to achieve a better level of well-being (Selian et al., 2020). The advancement of the human mindset has succeeded in making technological developments so rapidly. In the last decade, humans have enjoyed many benefits brought from technological innovations including making human activities more accessible, faster and simple. Every new technology through innovations always promises positive benefits in change, convenience, speed, increased productivity, progress and popularity (Martono, 2012). The positive benefits of technological developments have even been felt in various life fields, starting from the social, economic, political, and cultural fields (Ruastiti, 2005; Ruastiti, 2010).

The industrial revolution 4.0 among others is marked by digitalization, which is a combination of the manufacturing and internet devices. The process that occurs in cultural and social changes that occur quickly, community’s basic needs and the concerning the social wants. The basis for change is the fulfillment of desires
to fulfill human needs quickly with quality. Therefore in the progress Industrial, many have changed the way humans work from manual use to digitalization or automation (BKSTI 2017).

As the existance of the Balinese Wayang Wong, they must follow the 4.0 trends and demands. There are three fundamental things in the development of Balinese Wayang Wong, including the need for packaging for a new model of Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’, cutting-edge IT applications and the existence of Innovative Wayang Wong cultural missions.

First, the innovative Wayang Wong including: (1) the story chosen, namely Cupu Manik Astagina which depicts the life of Resi Ghotama's family in Pasraman; (2) The storyline uses an artistic LCD light background including visualizing scenes in parks, hermitage, and forest. The background includes a stage setting with accessories for trees, flowers and butterflies in the garden and others; (3) The characterizations main characters from the Arya Bang and Arya Kuning both of whom revolution into Subali and Sugriwa as monster monkey figures; (4) Innovative costumes: monkey (wenara) and others; (5) The Innovative Wayang Wong discourse uses dialogue in three languages (Balinese, Indonesian, English); (6) Balinese Wayang Wong traditional gamelan combined with bass and keyboard from modern music compositions; (7) Various dance movements and choreography designed to suit the millennial generation who is dynamic, dismonotonous and agile (Ruastiti, 2019).

Second, the application of cutting-edge technology to support Innovative Wayang Wong such as dry ice, sound system, LEDs and lighting laser technology to optimize the attraction stage setting. The innovative technology is also applied for packaging the products of broadcasts in videos played on TV channels, Youtube and CDs. The digital device and electronic applications are part of the demands of the Industrial Revolution 4.0. The ability to adapt and transform are an essential factor that an artist must-have. The communication technology in industrial revolution places information at the core of creative process every aspect that artists have practiced (Budiman, 2019).

Digital-based mass media partners are essential in the art industrial revolution 4.0. Publication have become more accessible and extensive. Efforts to package virtual art in the Youtube are part of enjoying digital artworks. Artwork material is converted into digital data that can penetrate space and enjoying it. Anyone can enjoy art virtually without being limited by time and space. It hoped that, the Innovative of Balinese Wayang Wong through TV and Youtube, millennials could get to know and like the cultural traditions as a legacy of their ancestors.

Third, Innovative Balinese Wayang Wong has it’s mission. Apart from saving the endangered Balinese performing arts, the new model of Balinese Wayang Wong is also an effort to pass the culture on to future generations. It is crucial because Balinese Wayang Wong contains important Balinese values of Hindu, which are essential to next generations as the future successor.

As part of the arts and culture, the Innovative Balinese Wayang Wong is also an effective medium to preserve the identity and Indonesian nation's personality. The refinement of the Indonesian people's mind and personality can indeed be honed through Balinese art. In this regard, the Prof. Ida Bagus Mantra stated that Balinese people must build their personality through culture, especially arts. Progress orientation means evolution the people's economy but at the same time, it is interpreted to strengthen culture and religious life with arts. Arts in culture are not art in a narrow sense but aesthetics that encourages humans to be creative, dynamic in their attitude to sharpen their institution and acheive inner satisfaction (Pradana and Pantiyasa, 2018). Dynamic in attitude to foster creativity. Humans can be respected and progress if they have the great creativity (Mantra, 1996).

Apart from being a vehicle for building personality, art in culture also functions as a
cultural characteristic and identity for the people, who support the culture concerned. Local culture as an identity in the broader scope is an aspect that distinguishes a nation from another nation. It becomes a differentiator or national identity, which forms a harmony when it is aligned with other nations (Jaeni, 2012).

Millennial generation must have spirit sharpened and talents by including them as subjects, who carry on their ancestors’ artistic and cultural. They become subjects are directly involved in creating and appreciating art and culture, including being artists in performances art. Being a artists in Balinese arts-cultural activities means cultivate the mentality of the next generation. According to Schaefer (2003), participating in groups has several benefits:

1. Increase expectations
2. Sharing information
3. Helping each other
4. Facilitating the community
5. Improve social skills
6. As a relational skill model
7. Forming emotional support and catharsis
8. Forming a sense of belonging
9. Correcting errors in family function
10. Reduce the altruism side
11. Build a more meaningful and purposeful life environment

The rapid flow of information in the current of global digitalization demands that every individual of millennial generation in Indonesia must immediately adapt to the progress of the digital tool inventions. As digital natives in the dynamics of global cultural trends, the millennial generation should be more insight and have more access of digital technology than the previous generation. Therefore, so many tasks that involve adaptation to new media need the support the power of the millennial generation. Millennial generation’s skills can be recorded in all colleges or universities in Indonesia. The millennial generation is seen as having a influential and central role in every process of advancing Indonesia's assets in the future. Consequently, they need to prepare themselves to become a future superior generation like have soft skills and hard skills for equal and competitive to other developed nations. In this regard, the innovative Wayang Wong presented in digital media (Youtube) can be used as an effective vehicle in cultivate of the millennial generation's character, talents and work ethic.

The progress of the nation's character for the future generation in the current 4.0 flows includes smart thinking, initiative, caring exercise so that individuals who have healthy characters are authoritarian, sympathy, integrity, intelligent, independent, nationalist and religious (Ristekdikti, 2018; Mulyana, 2004). There are six groups of talent units offered to the millennial generation: electronics, mechanics, civil engineering, sports, agriculture, arts and culture (Ruastiti, 2020b).

**AUDIENCES’ RESPONSE TO WAYANG WONG ‘CUPU MANIK ASTAGINA’**

The creation of the new model of Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ is part of an effort to care for the Balinese Hindu so that global culture do not erode them. In the current of globalization flow, local culture actually could rise to national colour culture, even global culture (Luan and Lee, 2020). Local traditions and arts could have great opportunities as forming a new cultural identity (Collier, 1994). Since being charged in 2019, the Innovative of Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ has proven to have received a positive response from the Balinese people. It’s reflected in several Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ performances during 2019:

1. The Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ received an enthusiastic welcome from the V National Pasraman Jamboree participants at Aston Hotel, Denpasar (July 2019).
2. The warm welcome of the indigenous people in Bali to the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu
Manik Astagina’ at Pura Dalem Bona, Gianyar (August 2019).

3. A warm welcome from the tourists and tourism people to the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ at the Sanur arts and culture festival moment (22 August 2019).


It seemed that youth welcomed the Balinese innovative Wayang Wong arts model. The general public and parents of the new artists appreciated the new arts model in the innovative Balinese Wayang Wong. The audience from various circles also positively welcomed the Wayang Wong’s ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ potential being developed as a tourist attraction in Bali (Ruastiti, 2020a; Ruastiti, 2020b).

Wayang Wong is an art of the culture of Indonesian. The cultural and sustainability practices containing philosophy values and historical of life (Pradana, 2017). It reflect the nature of human behavior, so it is advantageous as a means of entertainment, education and information. Wayang Wong has become an eponymous art, which is a beautiful art contains the values of life's virtues and essential as provisions for the next generation (Solichin, 2013).

According to Bourdieu’s social action theory (1990), digital technology's sophistication in the current of 4.0 is an asset that the millennial generation needs to awesome master. They will be victorious, smart keep up with the times, and be ready to compete in the global platforms if they are master in the science colored by digital technology.

![Figure 2: Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ at Sanur Art and Cultural Festival (Source: Ruastiti, 2019)](image1)

![Figure 3: Response of Innovative Wayang Wong audience (N = 56) (Source: Ruastiti, 2020)](image2)

Figure 4 shows the audience's response to the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ performance (N = 56). Respondents considered that Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ is a innovative Balinese art that is suitable for packaging with digital technology (89.29%) as educational material for the millennial generation (91.07%) and can be displayed as a tourist attraction (87.50%). Among the educational values of the Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ are lessons of manners in the family, the need for technological literacy in the tread on the future life and competition in living life. Besides, the Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ can be commodified : designed in such a way, produced and distributed to consumers as a spectacle according to market demands.
The commodification is a necessity to ensure the existence, discovery, and continuity of the Wayang Wong in Bali. The innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ has the potential to be a tourist attraction. Tourist attractions can be understood as tourist destinations and tourist sight in traveling (Pradana, 2019). The new components of Balinese performing arts could be tourist attention (Ruastiti, 2010). Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ can continue to be developed as an alternative to attractive tourist attractions accepted by tourists. In addition to the audience's response to the Innovative Wayang Wong (Figure 4), there is also a response from the audience to some Wayang Wong shows in digital media packaging (Youtube).

Figure 4
The response of the audience for the Wayang Wong Millennial
(Source: Ruastiti, 2020)

Figure 5 shows the audience's response of the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ in three locations via Youtube. Until October 14, 2020, the Balinese innovative Wayang Wong which carried the story of Cupu Manik Astagina in three locations, namely (1) on Bentara Budaya Bali on November 23, 2019, was watched by 176 people; (2) at Matahari Terbit Beach, Sanur which on December 9, 2019, watched by 92 people, and (3) at Pura Dalem Bona, Gianyar on December 9, 2019, watched by 109 people. It shows that some Balinese love Wayang Wong Performing Arts. They enjoyed the Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ shows through the Youtube channel. The acceptance of the Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ performing arts will automatically support the sustainability of the Balinese Wayang Wong.

CONCLUSION
Based on this description, it can be concluded that the appreciation of Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ through digital media is by the needs in the digital movements. In this regard, there are at least three basic things:

1. Packaging a new model for the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’, covering aspects of the story, setting, characterization, innovative costumes and supporting gamelan.
2. Applying the latest technology both to support the Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ as well as for it’s packaging and broadcasting through CD, TV channels, and Youtube.
3. The presence of the Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ has cultural mission as a vehicle to strengthen the local cultural identity of the Balinese Hindu people and as a vehicle for the formation of millennial personality and talents.

The Innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ though digital media received a positive response from the audience. The audience considers that:

1. The new Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ is a Balinese art that is suitable for packaging with digital technology.
2. The innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ though digital media as educational material for the millennial generation.
3. The innovative Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ can be presented as a Balinese tourist attraction.
Although the audience cannot enjoy the series of new Wayang Wong ‘Cupu Manik Astagina’ show directly, they can enjoy it through digital channels (TV and Youtube).

**SUGGESTION**

The new Wayang Wong through digital media channels should be more innovative so that the aspirants of Wayang Wong Performing Arts can enjoy it without being limited by time and space.
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